**Efficacy of Pseudocolor Tool of Digital System in the Detection of Proximal Caries**
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**Original Article**

**Introduction:**
Various intraoral digital radiographic systems are available as an alternative to film-based radiography. Recent rapid progress in the field of digital radiography offers the possibility of image processing and manipulation. Pseudocolor filter is one of the tools of digital systems. The aim of this study was to compare diagnostic accuracy of proximal caries in black and white and colorized images.

**Materials and methods:**
In this in vitro study, forty extracted premolar teeth were selected and mounted in acrylic blocks. The teeth were radiographed with complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) digital sensor. Two observers evaluated the images with and without application of the pseudocolor tool. The teeth were sectioned for histological determination of the lesion. The diagnostic accuracy of each method was assessed by means of ROC analysis.

**Results:**
There were no significant differences between the black and white and colored mode of images (P = 0.973). There were no significant differences between observers.

**Conclusion:**
Color mode of digital images can be used for proximal caries detection.
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Introduction

Radiography is useful for detecting carious lesions because the caries process causes demineralization of the enamel and dentin. Proximal caries are commonly found at the interface between the proximal surfaces of the tooth and free gingival margin. Since the proximal surfaces of posterior teeth are mostly broad, their minor demineralization is often difficult to detect in the radiograph. Digital image receptors may replace film for intraoral radiography. Various types of digital sensors are available. One of these detectors is the complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS). Digital intraoral receptors require less radiation than film, thus reducing patient exposure. In addition, digital imaging allows enhancements, measurements, and corrections that are not available with film. Most digital systems on the market provide opportunities for color conversion of grayscale images, which is also called pseudocolor. Transforming the gray values of a digital image into various colors could theoretically enhance the detection of objects within the image. Most studies on caries detection have compared digital and conventional radiography and suggested similar accuracy of both methods. However, limited studies have evaluated the efficacy of software packages such as pseudocolor filters offered for digital systems. This study aimed to investigate the efficacy of pseudocolor software with a CMOS sensor in the detection of proximal caries.

Materials and Methods

In this in vitro study, Forty extracted human premolars were selected on the basis of varying caries depth. Premolar teeth extracted on orthodontic indications were used because sound surfaces and small caries between them were found. The teeth were evaluated clinically and radiographically for the presence of proximal caries. The roots of the teeth were embedded in plaster and arranged in groups of four. In each block, we used two selected premolars; one canine and one molar tooth for making proximal contact surface. However, only premolars were considered in this study. An apparatus was fabricated to allow for a constant spatial relationship among the X-ray source, teeth, and receptor. The angulation and position of central ray was fixed bringing the sensor against a ring of film holder (RWT, Regular, Germany) by the end of the (PID) position indicating device; (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Prefabricated tool for imaging of the samples

The distance from the X-ray source to sensor was 40 cm. A 0.5 cm thick glass plate was used for the simulation of X-ray absorbing and scattering properties of soft tissue. The teeth were imaged using the CMOS (USA-Schick) by a planmeca unit (Planmeca, Helsinki, Finland) operating at 70 kvp and 8 mA. The optimal exposure time was established during a pilot study to the 0.2s. Two oral and maxillofacial radiologists with the same experience independently evaluated all the images. Images were displayed on a 17 inch monitor (Ben Q, Taipei, Taiwan) with a resolution of 1024 × 768 and a grayscale of 0–255. The evaluations were done once on the black and white images and then by using the pseudocolor software (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Grayscale and colored images

Observers viewed the images and recorded their diagnosis using the ordinal caries depth rating scale: 0, no caries; 1, caries restricted to enamel;
2, caries reaching to DEJ; and 3, caries extending into the dentin. After imaging, the teeth were sectioned with a diamond disk. An oral pathologist examined the tooth sections using a stereomicroscope (Olympus SZ X12, Tokyo, Japan) based on the rating scales and the results were recorded as gold standard for the presence of caries (Figure 3). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to assess the diagnostic accuracy of the imaging modalities. The areas under the ROC curves (AZ) were analyzed by pairwise comparison.

Result

In this in vitro study, 80 proximal surfaces of 40 extracted premolars were assessed. According to histological analyses, 43 (53.75%) proximal surfaces were caries free. In contrast, 37 proximal surfaces (46.25%) had caries with different depths, i.e., caries in the enamel, DEJ, and dentin were found in 5, 2, and 30 cases, respectively. Each observer re-evaluated the images with a two-week interval. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank statistical test was used to determine intra- and inter-observer agreement. There was no significant difference at the 95% confidence interval. Pairwise comparisons between AZ values revealed no significant differences between the color and black and white images (P = 0.973). Table 1 presents AZ values regardless of caries depth. Figure 4 shows the ROC curve for the images before and after the application of the pseudocolor filter. Tables 2 and 3 summarize AZ values based on caries depth.

Table 1. Mean of areas under the ROC curve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image modality</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Confidence Interval Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale images</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color images</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The area under the ROC curve for black and white images based on caries depth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth of caries</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Confidence Interval Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No caries</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEJ</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentin</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The area under the ROC curve for color images based on caries depth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth of caries</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Confidence Interval Upper Bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No caries</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enamel</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEJ</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentin</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for grayscale and color images.
Digital system in the detection of proximal caries

Discussion

While radiography is still a standard diagnostic method for the detection of proximal caries, conventional films are gradually being superseded by digital radiography.\(^{(13)}\) Software programs designed for these digital systems provide the possibility to modify different image properties such as brightness and contrast, produce pseudo three-dimensional images (embossing), change the contrast (reverse contrast) and apply pseudocolor filters (false coloring).

The present study used a pseudocolor filter to detect proximal caries. The human visual system is theoretically more sensitive to colors than to shades of gray.\(^{(1)}\) In other words, it can discriminate between colors better than between shades of gray. Therefore, detection accuracy was expected to be higher with color images than black and white radiographs.\(^{(14)}\) However, our study could not establish a significant difference in caries detection between grayscale and color images. Similar findings about the efficacy of pseudocolor filters in the detection of proximal caries were reported by Zangooei et al. and Shi et al. They used the CCD sensors (RVG U16, Trophy) and PSP (Digora® Optime) and CCD (Dixi®) sensors, respectively.\(^{(13,15)}\) To evaluate diagnostic accuracy of secondary caries using the CMOS sensor and application of pseudocolor filters, Depra et al. found that the use of different radiographic enhancement filters did not improve diagnosis of secondary caries.\(^{(16)}\)

Despite the limited number of studies on the efficacy of pseudocolor filters in the detection of proximal caries, it seems that the algorithm of the software cannot enhance the efficacy of radiographic systems in caries detection. Nevertheless, further studies are warranted to confirm these findings about the efficacy of such software programs.

Li et al. found no significant difference between grayscale and color images in determining marginal bone level in patients with chronic periodontitis.\(^{(17)}\) In contrast, Scarfe et al. used CCD sensors (Visualix® 2, Gendex Dental Systems, USA) and found that color images have lower accuracy in estimating periradicular lesion dimensions.\(^{(18)}\)

Many researchers have proposed the use of ROC analysis to assess various caries detection methods.\(^{(6,8,10,16,19-21)}\) The area under the ROC curve (Az value) provides the information required for measuring the accuracy of diagnostic systems. In the present study, ROC curves were drawn for both grayscale and color images. Although there were no significant differences, the results showed slightly higher Az values in the absence of caries and dentinal caries than in the presence of enamel and DEJ caries. Likewise, Castro et al. reported dentinal caries to have higher Az values compared to enamel lesions.\(^{(7)}\)

In the present study, the Az values in cases of enamel caries were the same in black and white and color images. In cases of dentinal caries, the Az values were a little higher in color images compared to black and white images. In a study conducted by Shi et al., the Az values of enamel and dentin caries did not have much difference in different digital systems in black and white and color images.\(^{(15)}\)

Thus, according to the previous researches and the present study, pseudocolor filters seem ineffective in improving the accuracy of proximal caries detection in digital images produced by any type of intraoral digital system.\(^{(13,15,16)}\) Moreover, the performance of such filters does not appear to depend on lesion depth. Nevertheless, since pseudocolor filters do not result in the loss of any diagnostic information, they can be used by clinicians to produce alternatives to black and white digital images.

As the histological sectioning of teeth is not possible in vivo, research on the efficacy of pseudocolor filters (like the present study) has been generally conducted in vitro.\(^{(13,15,16)}\) In order to obtain the gold standard in caries detection, most studies have examined extracted teeth. Meanwhile, Li et al. compared the accuracy of caries detection by digital radiographs in vitro and in vivo.\(^{(122)}\) Since they found no significant differences in Az values obtained from the two methods, the diagnostic accuracy of in vitro studies on proximal caries can represent the diagnostic accuracy in real clinical conditions.

Conclusion

Both grayscale and color images had similar accuracy in the detection of proximal caries and did not depend on caries depth. However, human visual system is theoretically more sensitive to colors than to shades of gray and color images
can facilitate diagnosis. Therefore, clinicians interested in novel technologies can use pseudocolor filters to detect proximal caries.
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